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On Sustaining Prolonged Interaction with Attackers Roberto M. Vergaray and Julian L. Rrushi Department of Computer Science Western Washington University Bellingham, Washington 98225–1420 Email: {vergarr, julian.rrushi}@wwu.edu Abstract—Webcams are commonly used by advanced malware to spy on computer users. Victims are silently filmed without their knowledge for extended periods of time. Recent attack trends show that webcam video covertly recorded by malware is used beyond the boundaries of the cyber domain, and thus is combined with human factors. The Delilah malware, for example, lurks on a compromised machine while using the webcam to capture details about family, work, social connections, and any other element involved in the life of a target user. The attackers then blackmail the target user with the goal of turning him/her into an insider threat to his/her employer. The attackers ask the victim to give them industrial secrets in return for not disclosing video that is highly sensitive to him/her. In this paper we discuss an approach that enables the defender to sustain prolonged interaction with attackers for defensive and forensics purposes. The approach uses a decoy webcam on machines in production. It relies on a decoy video traffic injector module, as well as on the learning of the operational dynamics of real webcams. A webcam shadowing mechanism alternates between the real webcam and the decoy webcam. That mechanism causes malware to target the decoy webcam, but still enables the user to only see and hence use the real webcam. The approach can feed decoy webcam traffic into the data stream that malware intercept and send to attackers. The decoy webcam is robust to probes, and is able to coexist with production functions.



I.



I NTRODUCTION



The Blackshades malware left a footprint as malicious code that mounted surreptitious interceptions of video and audio from compromised machines, i.e., computers, for extended periods of time. As computer security researchers, we can recognize Blackshades’ techniques in many other malware samples that we analyze in the lab, including spyware that are recent and hence work on current versions of their target operating systems. Blackshades left its mark on extending the effects of the cyber hack to human factors too. Images of victim users, which were covertly taken by the malware through the webcams on their machines, were used by attackers to blackmail those victims. The scheme was simple. Once an attacker was in possession of webcam captures that were deemed to be sensitive to a victim user, the attacker would make contact with the victim user. The attacker would send the victim some of the images to scare her. The next step for the attacker was to make demands, threatening to make public those images along with others if the demands were not met. Blackshades was used by attackers also for financial fraud. The malware intercepted financial data from victim users, and thus enabled the attackers to steal funds. Blackshades formed an underground economy. The organization behind Blackshades consisted of developers,



hackforum administrators, sales and marketing people. Although Blackshades is now malware of the past, the threats that it posed are by no means gone. Nowadays, malware like Delilah continue those threats using advanced spyware techniques. Delilah lurks on a compromised machine, using the webcam to secretly spy on a victim user. The spying takes place silently. Since there are no visual indicators of the operation, most users carry on their activities fully unaware that they are being spied upon through the webcam of their computer. A webcam can be activated without turning on the indicator light. This can be obtained through techniques as simple as binary rewriting of a dynamic link library (DLL) on Windows machines [1]. LED suppression does not affect only Windows machines. See [2] for a technique on how to suppress the indicator light on a Mac machine. Delilah brought another development on the targeting of human factors. The attackers review video and audio captured by Delilah to find victims who are employed by organizations that are of interest to them. The attackers then coerce those victims into giving them industrial secrets of their respective organizations. This is a significant escalation of blackmail schemes enabled by malware. It also changes the definition of common insider threat profiles as defined in publicly available research. In those profiles, insider threats are typically employees who are disgruntled with their employer, or employees who lack basic integrity. With the advent of Delilah, now an insider threat may very well not have those flaws, but simply acts maliciously because is forced to by attackers. Contribution. As complex as the malware’s exploits, spying techniques, and blackmailing schemes may be, overall they center around an I/O device, namely the webcam of a compromised machine. We present an in-kernel solution that can redirect blackmailing schemes from the user of a compromised machine to security personnel. Attackers are made to believe that they are communicating with a victim user. Instead, their blackmail is received by the security personnel. The redirection capability allows security personnel to design and run forensics operations that combine cyber with human factors. Those operations per se are out of the scope of this paper. We focus instead on techniques and tools that can sustain prolonged interaction with attackers. Our work is an enabler of those forensics operations. In our solution, both the target webcam and its I/O traffic are decoys. Currently our work counters malware that operate in user space. A continuation of this line of research will counter kernel malware as well. In this paper we make the following contributions: •



A mechanism to inject decoy video traffic into a decoy



webcam on a machine in production. That machine is a computer utilized by a human user to do real work, and thus is not a honeypot. •



•



Techniques that enable the decoy webcam to shadow its real counterpart. The webcam shadowing approach allows for the decoy webcam to be discovered and intercepted by malware when the real webcam is not in use, while hiding the real webcam from the malware. The shadowing works well with safety measures that hide the decoy webcam from the user. He/she does not see the decoy webcam at all, therefore uses only the real webcam. Since advanced malware have a history of probing and validating their targets, we anticipate techniques that malware could use to detect a decoy webcam. Our findings enable the defender to display a decoy webcam for malware to intercept, in a way that resembles closely the existence and operation of a real webcam.



Paper structure. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Our approach is described in Section II. In Section III we discuss a practical evaluation of this work. In Section IV we discuss related work in the areas of antimalware and cyber deception. In Section V we summarize our findings, and conclude the paper. II.



A PPROACH



We now describe the main components of our approach, namely decoy traffic injection, webcam shadowing, and consistency features incorporated into a decoy webcam. The operating system of reference of this work is Windows, however our work is easily applicable to all modern time-shared operating systems. A. Decoy Video Traffic Injector The driver stack is where decoy data are injected. While decoy webcam features are central to our approach, we also need an additional capability to trap malware into intercepting decoy video traffic. This task is accomplished by an injection module, which is integrated with the driver stack of a decoy webcam as illustrated in Figure 1. In Windows, the driver stack of an I/O device is an ordered list of device objects, each of which is linked with the driver object of a kernel driver. A device object is a C struct that describes and represents an I/O device [3] to a driver, whereas a driver object is a C struct that represents the image of a driver in memory [3]. The I/O requests that read video traffic from a webcam are packaged into data structures called I/O request packets (IRPs) [3]. An IRP is self contained, in the sense that it contains all the data that are necessary to describe an I/O request. IRPs originate from a component of the Windows kernel called I/O manager. An IRP traverses the driver stack of the webcam in a top to bottom fashion, and is processed along the way by the drivers located in that stack. Once an IRP is fully processed by those drivers, and hence reaches the bottom of the driver stack, the driver at that level populates its payload with video traffic. At that point, the IRP climbs back up the driver stack until reaching the I/O manager, which in turn responds to the



caller by passing the video traffic. A decoy webcam uses a real universal serial bus (USB) video class driver. The class driver conducts IRP processing that applies generally to all I/O devices of its class, i.e., USB video in this case, and thus asks the I/O manager to forward the IRP to the lower-level driver. Both externally connected webcams and built-in webcams are typically connected to a USB bus. The lower-level driver that receives the IRP is a decoy function driver. A function driver is a driver that manages an I/O device or hardware bus. The decoy function driver opens the way to decoy data injection. The function driver has the most knowledge of how that I/O device or bus operates, and thus presents the interface of that I/O device or bus to the I/O system in the kernel. The device object of the decoy function driver is a function device object (FDO), unlike the device object of the underlying bus driver, which is a physical device object (PDO). In reality, none of the drivers in the driver stack of the decoy webcam interact with the real hardware, simply because the decoy webcam does not exist. The injector module works with the decoy function driver. Instead of asking a webcam controller to provide webcam pictures and have a direct memory access (DMA) controller place those picture data in memory, the decoy function driver asks the injector module to provide prerecorded webcam pictures and place those pictures in memory. Given that no DMA controller is involved for real, no hardware interrupts are raised to the primary microprocessor to signal the completion of the transfer of webcam picture data in memory. Once the webcam picture data are placed in memory, the injector module notifies the decoy function driver via a callback function. The decoy function driver then reads the webcam picture data, and thus loads them onto an IRP that is waiting at the bottom of the driver stack of the decoy webcam. The IRP starts climbing, carrying the picture data provided by the injection module. Eventually the picture data are delivered to the caller, i.e., the malware, as discussed previously in this section. The prerecorded webcam pictures are to be decoy data chosen by security personnel in support of their forensics operations. A challenge that we encountered during this work stems from the large size of prerecorded video traffic needed to sustain prolonged interaction with attackers. Malware may film victims for extended periods of time, which brings the size of needed decoy webcam traffic to unmanageable levels. A solution is to store locally enough decoy video traffic to feed the malware for a few minutes, and then retrieve the rest of the decoy video traffic from remote servers or cloud storage. The solution is depicted in Figure 2 Retrieve decoy data covertly from the cloud. The injector module has to work with a real network interface controller (NIC) to receive the decoy video traffic over the network from within the kernel. A convenient solution is to use the existing driver stack of the NIC. Microsoft provides a network programming interface called Winsock kernel, which supports the usual socket operations, namely socket creation, binding, connection establishment, and data transfers [3]. The solution however is limited to kernels which do not include drivers that support user-level capture of network traffic. Historically, userlevel network captures require the installation of a driver in the kernel of the operating system. See for example the work of McCanne and Jacobson [4]. On Windows, that driver is called



Fig. 1: Decoy webcam driver stack with injector module.



a packet capture driver, and is installed as a filter driver onto the driver stack of a NIC. The filter driver gets to process all IRPs that carry network packets towards the hardware bus, consequently could certainly copy those packets into a buffer in user space if requested to do so. Because the WinPcap library, along with the Wireshark and Tcpdump packet capture tools, are legitimate tools that may be used by legitimate users, we cannot blacklist those tools. On the other hand, malware could simply sniff network packets to detect all the decoy webcam traffic that is being received over the network. An alternative is to have the injector module access the hardware directly, and thus bypass the driver stack of the NIC. In that case the injector module needs to use drivers of its own. Those drivers include a miniport driver, which is responsible for handling all I/O tasks that are specific to the NIC, coupled with the network driver interface specification (NDIS) library [3], namely Ndis.sys. NDIS is provided by Microsoft as part of the Windows Driver Model (WDM). The injector module accepts no filter drivers into its ad hoc driver stack, preventing any form of capture of the decoy webcam traffic. B. Webcam Shadowing Alternating between a real and a phantom webcam. The decoy webcam shadows very closely its real counterpart. Our approach can sense when the real webcam is not being used. During that time, the real webcam is logically (but not physically) detached from the machine by our approach. The I/O manager has a subsystem called plug and play (PnP) manager, which is responsible for maintaining awareness of what specific I/O devices are currently present on the machine. The PnP manager receives reports from bus drivers about I/O devices that are inserted or removed. Now, a real webcam



is typically attached to a USB hub, consequently it is the bus driver that manages the USB hub to report to the PnP manager about the insertion or removal of a webcam. The bus driver creates, configures, and maintains a linked list, namely WDFCHILDLIST, of device identification descriptions. There is a node in the child list for each I/O device that is connected to a port on the USB hub. The bus driver uses its child list to provide current information on its I/O devices to the PnP manager upon request. Our approach logically detaches a webcam from the machine by finding and removing the node that contains the device description for that webcam from the child list of the bus driver in question. When queried by the PnP manager, the bus driver does not report the webcam as present, given that there is no node with a device description for it in the child list. Our approach instruments the report made by the bus driver to the PnP manager such as not to include the webcam in question. The webcam remains physically attached to a port on the USB hub, but the PnP manager does not see it. If the PnP manager is not aware of the presence of the webcam, Windows as a whole does not see it either, which means that the webcam is not discoverable by any applications, including malware. Our approach does not discard the node that was removed from the child list of the bus driver. Instead, that node is kept in memory. We will explain the reason shortly. The decoy webcam takes the place of the real webcam for as long as the latter is not in operation by the user. As depicted in Figure 1, the decoy webcam relies on a decoy bus driver, which is based on the kernel mode driver framework (KMDF). The decoy bus driver provides synthetic data about an imaginary USB hub, which resembles the real USB hub discussed previously. The decoy bus driver has its own child list, where it inserts a node with the device description for the



Fig. 2: Network communications with a remote source of decoy video traffic.



decoy webcam. The decoy bus driver informs the PnP manager of the webcam, which is in fact a decoy and hence nonexistent. The decoy webcam is now visible to Windows, therefore is discoverable by both goodware and malware. During all this time, if activated, the decoy webcam provides decoy webcam traffic originating in the injection module. There are times in which a decoy webcam appears to be in operation. During that time, the decoy webcam is dynamic so that to maintain consistent resemblance to its real counterpart. A decoy process in user space appears to receive video traffic from the decoy webcam. The process identifiers of the decoy process vary from time to time in order to mimic the creation and termination of processes that access the decoy webcam. No actual decoy video traffic is taken from the injector module until an access into the address space of the decoy process is detected. The frequency of creation of decoy processes varies according to a pseudorandom function. When our approach senses that the real webcam is about to be activated by the user, it immediately removes the decoy webcam from the imaginary USB hub and reattaches the real webcam to the real USB hub. These two tasks are very simple to perform. The decoy bus driver removes the node with the device description for the decoy webcam from its child list, and reports the removal of the decoy webcam to the PnP manager. At that point, Windows no longer sees the decoy webcam. Our approach then inserts the node that contains the device description for the real webcam into the child list of the real bus driver, and thus reports the change to the PnP manager. Windows now sees the real webcam. As the user stops the real webcam, our approach logically detaches it from the machine again, and then reinsert the decoy webcam. The overall technique is iterated as the user operates and stops the real webcam. As a result of these interventions, if the real webcam was for example a Logitech C920 webcam, both the user and malware see a C920 webcam. The difference is that the user sees the real C920 webcam, whereas the malware sees the decoy C920 webcam. This is depicted in Figure 3.



Fig. 3: The C920 webcam that the user sees and uses versus the C920 webcam that the malware discovers and intercepts.



Monitor image processing informs on webcam use. We now discuss how we sense whether or not a real webcam is about to be activated by the user. We build on our prior work and use a filter driver integrated into the driver stack of the monitor. The technique is illustrated in Figure 3 as well. The class driver that manages the monitor device participates in the preparation of frames of bytes that are to be displayed on the monitor. The display adapter driver does the final processing of those frames. The filter driver is positioned in a way that receives the image bytes after the class driver has completed its processing, and before the display adapter driver starts its own processing. The filter driver searches for signatures of graphical user interface (GUI) components of legitimate applications that are known to make use of a webcam. Key



tasks here are 1) how to determine what those legitimate applications are specifically, and 2) once an application is determined to access a webcam, how to derive a signature of a pertinent component of its GUI. We seek recognition by the filter driver of a GUI panel that immediately precedes the use of a webcam. A signature match guides the filter driver to deactivate the decoy webcam, and reintegrate the real webcam. All of the video calling applications for Windows devices are public, and hence can be used directly by name and checksum. An example is Skype. The signature for Skype matches its panel that allows a user to initiate a video call. Proprietary video calling applications are assumed to be unknown a priori, and could be installed at any time. Consequently, we rely on static analysis of the code of any new applications, which we do at the time of installation. We disassemble the code of a new application, and then search for invocations of video framework functions or direct openings of a handle to the device object located at the top of the driver stack of a webcam. We find a pertinent GUI component by analyzing the call graph of the application code to find a path from a GUI panel to a snippet of code that accesses a webcam. The signature is then created based on the strings and GUI elements that appear on that panel along with how they are arranged relative to eachother. As GUI components of interest are detected in transit, the filter driver instructs the removal of the decoy webcam and the reinsertion of the real webcam. When the application closes the handle associated with the driver stack of the webcam, the filter driver informs the approach to detach the real webcam and reinsert the decoy webcam. C. Consistency Measures For the cyber operations enabled by our tools to work, attackers must be convinced that a webcam they intercepted is real and hence the covertly recorded video is real. Clearly any inconsistencies in the operation of the decoy webcam could jeopardize the entire approach. We researched inconsistency detection techniques to anticipate possible attacker probes on the decoy webcam. Power level inconsistencies. Windows supports multiple power states as per the Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) specification. These range from full power mode (S0), various levels of sleep mode (S1-3), hibernating (S4), and shutting off (S5). Similarly, individual I/O devices such as webcams have their own independent power states labeled (D0-3). As with S0, the D0 power state indicates that the device is fully powered on. The remaining low power modes are device-specific, and may or may not be defined for any given device. Microsoft designers characterize device power states with attributes such as amount of power consumption, operational context retention and restoration time, and wake-up capability. The capability of waking means that the I/O device can respond to external signals, such as hardware interrupts. In low power states, D1 through D3, the device driver with such a capability will restore the operational context in order to return to the high powered state, i.e. D0. In D0, the driver should handle the signal in order to perform its functionality, of course assuming that the I/O device device requires an external signal for functioning. In



the case of a webcam, such an external signal would indicate to the driver that a captured image is available to be retrieved from the device’s memory. When the system transitions from a high-powered state to hibernation, for example, it is expected that the powered on I/O devices will also transition into a lower power state. Timing inconsistencies. Another validation that we can perform is to check whether or not the rate at which frames are generated by a webcam is consistent with those observed empirically on real webcams. Both the dynamics of the webcam controller and those of the DMA controller are stochastic in nature. Emulating their behavior in a deterministic fashion exposes a decoy webcam to detection by malware. Location inconsistencies. Yet another test pertains to the location of a webcam in the device tree [5]. In Windows, the device tree is a data structure that the PnP manager builds and maintains to store data about I/O devices, as well as I/O buses, which are present on the machine. Each I/O device or bus is represented by a node in the tree, which is referred to as devnode. A devnode contains the device objects for the drivers that manage the I/O device or bus, as well as information on whether the I/O device has been started and which drivers have registered to receive notifications about the I/O device. A real webcam is typically connected to a port on a USB hub. That USB hub should be the child of the USB root hub. The USB root hub in turn should be the child of the USB host controller. Any deviation from these characteristics is a possible indicator that a target webcam may be a decoy. Corrective actions on the decoy webcam. We incorporated all of these findings in a consistency module, which ensures that the decoy webcam exhibits the same patterns as its real counterpart. III.



E VALUATION



Decoy webcam vs. live malware. Traffic injection and webcam shadowing were tested against a set of malware samples, which the news media had described as having a long history of spying on users through their webcams. We deemed that those malware samples are highly relevant for testing purposes based on their history. We first tested against Blackshades, JRat, and QuasarRAT. In later testing we realized that those malware samples resemble the operation tactics and overall behavior, including user interfaces, of several other malware, including Greyshades, Darkcomet, Delilah, Bandook, Ozone, Poisonivy, and njRAT. The lab machines were isolated both logically and physically from any physical computer networks. The malware samples were typically comprised of two primary executable programs, namely a client and a server. The server component is to be run on a compromised machine, typically through vulnerability exploitation and/or social engineering. The client component is to be run on the attacker’s machine. The server executable performs various data interceptions on the compromised machine, including spying on the user through a webcam, and thus sends the data to the client. The client executable typically presents a GUI panel to the attacker, which the attacker uses to select targets as well as the operations to perform on the target. We ran server executables on a lab machine, which in turn was running the drivers of our approach. At the time these tests were conducted, the real



Fig. 4: Frame Frequency Analysis.



webcam on the lab machine was not being used. As each server performed the discovery of webcams on the lab machines, it sent to the corresponding client a list of webcams that it had discovered. The discovered webcams appeared on the GUI panel. Those webcams were all decoys. Once the real webcam was masked from the PnP manager, the server executables could not find it, despite its being physically attached to the USB hub, In another round of testing, we took note of the times in which we used Skype to video call contacts over the network. We also left Skype running, and thus recorded the times in which we received video calls by others. The reference period was a full week, from 7am to 5pm, Monday to Friday. The duration of the conversations over Skype ranged from 15 minutes to a full hour. Since the times at which attackers could start to surreptitiously film through the webcam are random, we used a random number generator to produce times of attack within the reference period. The next week, we initiated Skype video calls at the exact times as in the previous week, and with the same duration as well. On the other hand, the server and client components of the malware samples were run in the lab at the times of attack for about two hours. There was one occurrence in which malware performed webcam interception while a real (test) Skype video call was in progress. The malware found and intercepted the real webcam. All the other (test) interceptions began when the real webcam was not in use. In those cases, the client instructed the server to activate the webcam directly or intercept a video call in progress. The malware samples ended up recording decoy video traffic from the decoy webcam as provided by



the injector module, or intercepting the decoy video traffic that a decoy process appeared to receive from the decoy webcam. One difficulty that we encountered was when a malware sample started webcam interception, and hence the decoy webcam was engaged with support from the injector module. Almost halfway through that session, it was time to start a video call using the real webcam. That generated an error, since the decoy webcam currently under interception was removed, as the real webcam re-emerged. A solution that we propose is to not transition from the decoy webcam to the real webcam. Instead, we could display a message for the user, indicating that malware detection was in progress. This situation, however, requires more thought, and thus we leave it as future work. We could validate that the monitor filter driver was working by simply observing that the real Skype video calls were getting our own images, and thus were sending them to the other side of the communication over the network. In other words, the other side of the communication would see our faces rather than decoy webcam traffic. When the real webcam was not in use, we could simply observe on the GUI panel of the client executables that the webcam traffic that was intercepted was decoy. For some of the malware samples, their respective client executables were absent. Testing against those malware samples was challenging as there were no GUI panels on which to display the intercepted webcam traffic. In those cases, we used a kernel debugger to set breakpoints on instructions of the malware that accessed intercepted webcam traffic. We dumped the intercepted webcam traffic on the debugger’s console, and verified that those images were indeed generated by the decoy



Fig. 5: The location of AvsCamera in the device tree of a Windows machine in the lab.



webcam. In conclusion, all of the malware samples recorded video generated by the decoy webcam, and either sent them to the client executable running on a computer on the local network, or attempted to send them to external IP addresses. In the latter case, their network packets were eventually dropped due to the testbed isolation. Assessing the effectiveness of consistency validation techniques. We performed consistency tests on AvsCamera, i.e. an AVStream camera sample driver, which is provided as part of the Windows Driver Kit (WDK) [3]. AvsCamera is a fully functional emulated webcam. The purpose of the tests was to determine if AvsCamera was detectable as not real by any of the techniques that we discussed earlier in this paper. It was suspected that AvsCamera might not appropriately do the power transition, and that a decoy based on it would then be identifiable as a result of this failing. We created a simple command line application, which opened device handles to both a real webcam and AvsCamera, and reported their power states every few seconds. While the application was allowed to run, we had the machine enter hibernation mode. Upon returning to active use, we examined the power transitions reported by the application. We observed that AvsCamera actually does behave just as the real webcam in this regard. Nevertheless, AvsCamera failed to report the ability of waking from D0. Rather than handling a hardware interrupt to notify its function driver of the availability of a video frame, AvsCamera uses a timer to schedule a work item for synthesizing an image on the fly. The timer is programmed to synthesize the frames at a rate of 30 frames per second. This results in a relatively consistent difference in time between frame



receptions. However, a real webcam is subject to various circumstances, which may cause the time between frames to be more inconsistent. Upon activating a selected webcam, our webcam testing program begins tracking the time of reception of each frame, and thus calculates the differences between them. In addition to AvsCamera, we included a Logitech C920 webcam and the integrated camera of a DELL Latitude 3450 laptop in these tests. Figure 4 graphs the timings of the first 100 frames for each of the webcams tested. The real webcams consistently have regular spikes of 160 milliseconds every 12 frames, from 320 to 480 milliseconds, while AvsCamera maintains a 320 or 340 millisecond differential for the most part. The other distinguishing factor is the time to wait for the initial frame. When a real webcam is first powered up and begins recording images, it takes a bit of time to get warmed up, whereas AvsCamera actually serves the image up faster right away. For the integrated camera, the time to wait is even longer, presumably due to ACPI overhead. We used a program in user space to issues IOCTL calls in order to recover the device tree of the machine on which tests were run. The location of AvsCamera in the device tree was found to be inconsistent, as depicted in Figure 5. In conclusion, because of the experience with the inconsistency detection techniques, the decoy webcam is able to adjust its operation to eliminate all of these inconsistencies. IV.



R ELATED W ORK



Various malware detection approaches rely on analyzing the code and data structures of executable files. They require that an instance of malware be given to them in input for analysis. That malware sample needs to be detected by some



other means, which are often honeypots. Those tools analyze the sample to learn various signatures and indicators, which can subsequently be used to detect other instances and variants of the malware. The code analysis approaches can be categorized into static analyses and dynamic analyses. Static analysis techniques work by scanning an executable file for specific strings or instruction sequences that are unique to specific malware samples. Examples include the distribution of character n-grams, control flow graphs and function recognition. One of the drawbacks of static analysis techniques is that malware can change their appearance by means of polymorphism, metamorphism, and code obfuscation. Code mutation is often effective in invalidating malware signatures. Dynamic analysis techniques detect malware code by analyzing its execution. These techniques try to learn various malware indicators, which are used later in the actual detection phase. Detection indicators include disk access patterns and malspecs [6], sequences of system calls and system call parameters, as well as behavior graphs [7]. The main challenge in dynamic code analysis is the use of anti-debugging and antivirtualization techniques [8] by malware, as well as stalling code [9]. Another malware detection approach examines the data structures in an executable file [10]. The assumption is that malicious code will morph into different variants, however its data structures will remain the same and thus can be used to detect the malware. Nevertheless, data structure layout randomization changed the rules of the game [11]. Randomizing data structures is more difficult than changing the code, however it is certainly doable. Consequently, malware can change its data structures to evade detection. Most of the current cyber deception capabilities can be categorized into decoy data and honeypots. Decoy data are bait mechanisms that reside on a computer and are intended for attackers to access. Example tools include honeyfiles [12], decoy database records [13], decoy software [14]. Their main limitation lies in their not being accessed by goodware applications. Malware could simply observe all I/O traffic and notice the absolute absence of I/O traffic to and from a target piece of data. Traditional honeypot solutions such as Honeyd, BitSaucer, Shark, Sebek, etc., have a similar limitation. They all have no system or network activity until they are attacked, which makes them relatively easy to detect. Furthermore, high interaction honeypots occupy the entire machine and thus cannot work on a machine in production. V.



C ONCLUSION



In this paper we discussed a defensive deception approach. We showed that the approach is capable of sustaining prolonged interaction with attackers who operate malware to spy on users through the webcams of their machines. The central component of the approach, namely a decoy webcam, is now integrated with a decoy traffic injection module, a webcam shadowing mechanism, and a consistency module. The combined operation of these driver modules proactively redirects the malware target selection towards a decoy webcam, and thus away from the real webcam. This is a game changer that has potential to recover the state of computer security from the lost battles with malware. As malware is trapped into intercepting decoy traffic, the security personnel of an organization targeted by the malware clearly gain a window of
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